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You long for a marriage marked by lifelong love, intimacy, and growth. And it can be yours -- if you

set wise boundaries. Boundaries are the "property lines" that define and protect each of you as

individuals. Get them in place and you can make a good marriage better and possibly even save a

less-than-satisfying one. By the time you've completed this workbook, you will know yourself and

your mate better than ever before. You'll also understand and practice the ten laws of boundaries in

ways that can make a real difference in your relationship. Step by step, the Boundaries in Marriage

Workbook helps you apply the biblical principles discussed in the book Boundaries in Marriage so

you can . . . Set and maintain your personal boundaries and respect those of your spouse -

Establish values that form a godly structure and architecture for your marriage - Protect your

marriage from different kinds of "intruders" - Work with a spouse who understands and values

boundaries -- or work with one who doesn't -- Filled with self-tests, questions, and applications, the

Boundaries in Marriage Workbook helps you deal effectively with the friction points and serious

hurts in your marriage -- and move beyond them to the mutual care, respect, affirmation, and

intimacy you both long for.
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'Drs. Cloud and Townsend have created another masterpiece! No one understands the issue of

boundaries better than they do. Counselors and couples alike will greatly benefit from their articulate

and in-depth exploration.' -- Archibald D. Hart, Ph.D., Professor



Introducing the book most requested by Boundaries seminar attendees: Boundaries in Marriage.

Because two lives becoming one is easier said than done. How do you work out conflict, establish

healthy communication, solve problems, and deal with the struggle of differing needs? In the

process of knitting two souls together, it's easy to tear the fabric. Now counselors and best-selling

authors Henry Cloud and John Townsend apply the principles of their Gold Medallion

Award-winning book, Boundaries, to help couples experience marriage at its best, as a haven of

mutual love, care, appreciation, and growth. Drs. Cloud and Townsend show why true, joyous unity

in marriage requires that both partners define and maintain their integrity as well as respect their

mate's personal boundaries.Boundaries in Marriage will show couples: Why boundaries are so

important for a thriving, productive marriage How values form the structure and architecture of

marriage How to protect a marriage from intruders, whether parents, other people, affairs, or

personal idols Why each partner needs to establish personal boundaries, and how to go about it

How to work with a spouse who understands and values boundaries--and how to work with one who

doesn't Using principles from the Bible, Boundaries in Marriage and its companion workbook can

help both new and seasoned couples safeguard against relational fractures, mend existing cracks,

and make even the best marriage better.

This book saved me in more ways than one. I love my husband, but he has some major character

flaws that are deeply rooted, anger being the chiefest among them. I'm a passive, quiet,

peace-loving person who doesn't handle confrontation or high-stimulus very well. So when my

husband started swearing and yelling quite soon after being married, I was shocked. We both come

from a very religious background that encourages marriage and respect in relationships, but

somehow he had missed that part. I didn't know what to do, quite honestly. Initially, I would cry. He

accused me of trying top manipulate him somehow by crying! So I learned to not show any emotion.

When I wasn't shocked and scared of him, I tried to talk things out. I never got as emotional as he

did, because I didn't think every problem required such huge reactions when we could just go

straight to the problem-solving and skip the "woe is me/us" part. So he thought I was apathetic if I

didn't get as emotional or dramatic.I won't get too specific, but to give you an idea of how irrational

he gets when angry, he has threatened to leave our 3 year-old son at home while we go out

because he didn't finish his dinner (don't worry, I was sane enough not to allow that!). He makes up

the strangest punishments for our kids that just sound vengeful to me, childish, even, like something

you would do to your kid-brother when you're 10, not something you would dish out to your child as



their father. He yells at me when the house isn't perfectly clean, so I clean till it's shining, and he still

yells! It makes no difference. He just overreacts when he's stressed out, regardless of how perfect I

am or how hard I try to please him.My husband is also very tender and sensitive to others' feelings.

He has so many good qualities, I have never felt like I could give up on him in good conscience.

Especially knowing that his problems were mostly learned from a difficult childhood and watching

his father react to his trials incorrectly. We have young children, and I have a strong desire to be a

good mother, so I'm always reading parenting books. I found myself wanting to parent my husband

because of his immaturity! It works pretty good, actually, until you come to the really tough things

that require more than just "positive reinforcement" when he's "behaving". Like what did I do when

he finally threatened to physically hurt me (I knew that day would come eventually, and it did after 7

years of marriage)? I walked away, calmly. When he was calmed down (a few days later), I sat him

down and rubbed his feet so I could look into his eyes. I told him that his anger didn't make him

happy. That I couldn't be intimate with him, physically or emotionally, when he was angry and mean.

I told him I loved him and was concerned about how much he was hurting himself by acting this

way. After I made sure he felt loved and that I was on his side, I gently told him the "but": "...but I

can't allow myself or the kids to be hurt by it anymore. I don't HAVE to stand there listening to you

while you yell and scream at me. The kids don't have to either, and I won't make them or allow them

to be subjected to it. I don't think you will stop yourself or leave when you're that angry because you

do get irrational, so we will leave when I think it's escalating too much. It's not fair that we should

have to leave when it's you that is out of control, so I will do what I need to do to make myself and

the kids comfortable until you've had time to cool off. If that means spending money on a movie or

the zoo or dinner, etc. (he is very tight-fisted with money, but I did not say this to be vengeful!), we

will do that."I realized through reading this book that I was allowing him to be immature, and I was

contributing to him not taking responsibility for his emotional outbursts! It is never the vistim's fault,

don't get me wrong, but if I am enabling my spouse to strengthen a flaw, I want to know so I can fix

whatever character flaw of mine that is contributing to it! And my flaw is my passivity. I always just

wanted the yelling to be over, so I would be as gentle and soft as I could and give him whatever he

wanted (like a 2 yr old) so he would stop his adult temper tantrums. Right before I read this book, I

had started really caving to him. After EVERY fight, I was the one who initiated the problem-solving

(even though he was the initiator when we first got married!). Each time I sat him down to talk about

the problem, he would only talk about what I did wrong. Eventually I got tired of trying to get him top

see my way, so I just said sorry for every little thing I could think of, not matter how miniscule, just to

have peace in our home again! I hated doing it, and I knew it was wrong for me to give in when I



knew I was in the right, but I didn't know how to place consequences on him for his immaturity, and

didn't know if it was Christian for me to do it.This book was the answer!!! It helped me to have the

guts to place my boundaries. No one should be treated the way I was, or the way my kids were. I

have the power to stand up for myself and my standards, even if it means against my dear

husband.You may think that my husband has bucked against this "new me", but he hasn't. Of

course, at first it was a shock to him and I decided I needed to go slow and not stand up for myself

too strongly to begin, but as time has gone on, he is realizing that there will be consequences for

him mistreating us. My husband respects me more now than ever. I see where my passivity and

shyness has made me shrug some of my own responsibilities that make things more stressful for

him, too. For example, I put off important phone calls (dentist, bills, etc.) because I am shy on the

phone and haven't learned to assert myself. It will be a long road for me to change that about

myself, but I see now that it is necessary. My husband has respected me more as I change because

I too am becoming more responsible and not impinging on someone else's boundaries.I'm just SO

grateful for this book. It could have gotten so much worse. If my husband had started abusing us

physically, I would have HAD to leave with the kids to keep us all safe, and that is such a heavy,

sorrowful step for anyone to have to take when there really is love in a marriage. We have worked

hard in our marriage and created a bond that was compromised with every tantrum. Now that he

knows there are consequences, he tries harder! No amount of nagging, begging, pleading,

criticizing would change him, but consequences are.A word about consequences for this type of

situation: I try to make them as natural as possible, just as you should with children. I can't force my

husband to go into time-out or give him extra chores each time he screams at us, and it wouldn't

make sense anyway. If a stranger on the street started yelling at you, you wuoldn't just stand there

and listen, right? There is no law that keeps you rooted to your spot so you have to listen to

someone yelling, screaming, insulting you. So I don't either. And when he was angry with us before

a family trip, I told him I would not go with him if he was angry and be subjected to his stressful

grouchiness the whole time. When he didn't shape up, I called our friends that we were planning on

visiting and told them I wouldn't be there with the kids and that I wasn't sure if hy husband would be,

but he would contact them. I was still respectful to my husband's ego and just made an excuse that

the kids were sick (one actually did have the beginnings of a cold). He soon apologized and was

visibly disappointed in himself, not me. He knew the consequence I gave was right, so he took it

more gracefully than he would have if it was arbitrary or vindictive or not done out of 100% love for

him and the kids. I am one determined woman, and my marriage WILL NOT fail if I can help it! I am

also determined to do it the Christlike way, the only way that will truly work. I truly believe marriage



is a divine institution, and that the Lord will give us every aid we need to succeed in it if we are

willing to work hard and place our trust and faith in Him.These authors will never know the full

impact of their work. I am a daily scripture reader, and I was still having a hard time gleaning what I

needed to know, maybe because I was starting to get so stressed out with the situation that I

couldn't think clearly to gain the needed revelation. I couldn't even get anything out of Boundaries

because I was so distraught, so I had to go straight to Boundaries in Marriage. I finally prayed one

more time for help. I have never felt so humble in my life. I told the Lord I had done everything I

could and that I knew the only thing that could save me and our marriage was His grace. That's

when this book found its way into my heart. Thank you SO much!

Excellent service and the book is very good. Thank you.

still listening to it but so far it's good.

As described

on time , as described

Good book. A lot of overlap with the "Boundaries" book.

All books are abt the same but does give good ideas on setting boundaries.

We went through this study in our small group and did not find the presentation to be nearly as

effective as the original books. Many of us in the group had not read any of the Boundaries series

and were unfamiliar with the concept of boundaries. Unfortunately, this study did not do a great job

of explaining it. The DVD contains few examples of how couples set boundaries in Christian

marriage. Most of your time will be spent answering broad, open-ended questions in the

accompanying book, which feels like an exercise in futility without a good understanding of the

concepts being discussed.Be advised that you will want to purchase the participant's guide (not the

normal study book) to go along with the DVD.
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